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I·······················••••••••••••••••••n your hands you are holding the /99/-/992 CANON, the DordtI.College st udent ttt er arv magazine. We hope you enjoy It.. following tradition, this issue is comprised mostly of the win-
ning st ortee, essays, and poetry submItted In february to the MartIn
Seven WrItIng Contest. However, other lIterary materIal is included as
well. And, throughout the pages, you wIll find drawIngs and photos of
student art work.
Variety is the key word to the 199/-/992 CANON. Each piece is
written from a unique perspective, and with a distinct intention.
Perhaps the enjoyment you receIve from the CANON is largely dependent
on your ability to discern between the voice or spIrIt behInd each pIece.
ThIs CANON is packed wIth different reflectIons, reflectIons coming
from students like yourself, students who wanted, or needed, to express
that special something that art can bring across. We suppose the need
to express that something is a part of our humanity, as ambiguous as it
always wIll be.
We would like to thank a few specific people for helpIng out with the
production of this year's CANON: Brenda Van Hal, for her tIreless,
masterful work with layout and design, and general advice, Carol
Peterson, for taking photos, Bart Miles, Bruce Medema, Carol Peterson,
Ben Meyer, and Vanessa Bartels for developing photos, and Ben Meyer
again, for hIs creatIve eye in designIng the cover.
Then, of course, there's the Schaaps. Thanks to Mrs. Barbara K..
Schaap, Director of Grants and ScholarshIps, for advIsIng us to avoId
severe profanity and explicit sexual scenes, references, and innuendos.
Last, but not least, we would like to thank Dr. James Schaap for agoniz-
ing over each and every word that became this year's CANON.
ChrIstIne van Belle, EdItor
Dirk Schouten, Editor
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Bam I Blca.1 a
Ballball Fanatic
Ithink that I discovered baseball by fans will probably keel over in disbelief ifchance. The summer after sixth grade they ever win the WorldSeries again.my brother and 1played baseball I was also a White Sox fan, one of the
a lot, but I never watched professional strangest things that anyone living in
baseball. One sleepy summer evening, Chicago could do. Ifyou were a Cubs fan
after swimmingat my friend's house until you were supposed to hate the White Sox,
nine o'clock, I turned on the television, and if you were a White Sox fan you
and for lack of anything better to do, thought that Cubs fans were all a bunch
watched the .......-------------------------., of stuck up
Cubs lose to ."""'. North Side-+--.
the J <.0\.. snobs. Oh"',"Cardinals. well, I didn't
But, 1was live in
hooked. I Chicago, and
watched the r. I followedmy
next game, own rules. If
and the next. the Cubs
I had ever play the
become a White Sox in
baseball fan, the World
or fanatic, Series,
which my (about as
Momsaid was likely as my
what fan was brother
really short agreeing with
for. But I me) I'd root
didn't care. for the Cubs;
These players they'd need
could probably hit the ball over the neigh- all of the help they could get.
bor's house and break Markle's windowon The next summer, towards the end of
the next block. I was impressed. But why August, my father and I went to our first
did I have to pick that summer, '85, the major league baseball game. The White
year that the Cubs pitching got more ail- Soxwere playing the Toronto Blue Jays.
ments than an entire intensive care unit? Wepacked everything we could possibly
Then again, I had not been spoiled by '84, need for a game: blankets, sweatshirts, a
the year that they came so close to the thermos of hot chocolate, peanuts, pop-
pennant, and missed it. Little did I know, corn, and baseball gloves, in case, in a
the Cubs had not won a pennant for over dreamlike moment, we would do the magi-
seventy-fiveyears. They had come close cal-catch a flyball.
so many heartbreaking times that most When we arrived, we saw hints that
4
baseball too, was subject to capitalism.
Beginning about a mile from the ballpark,
men waved signs and yelled, "Park here,
only five dollars. White Sox Parking, right
here. Only five bucks." The closer you
got to the park, the more expensive the
parking got. The parking lot right next to
the park cost twelve-fifty. I wondered
where the players parked and whether
they all drove Ferraris and Mercedes.
Typical of my father, we ended up
parking along the curb about a mile from
the ballpark. About a block from the ball-
park we began to hear the low thrum of
the crowd, and then we finally saw it--
Comiskey Park, radiantly white, and in its
own strange way, beautiful. It glowed
with dreams and past glory and present
hopes. Wewalked up to the ticket taker,
who checked all of our supplies, and then
told us that our thermos of hot chocolate
was not allowed into the ballpark. We
trudged back to a deserted lot a couple of
blocks back, and drank the cocoa. Before
returning to the Park, typical of my father,
we hid the thermos in a bush.
Fearful of missing any of the excite-
ment, we race-walked back to the park
and got through the gate to our seats in
the upper deck, slightly to the left of
home plate.
I watched my heroes become real peo-
ple. They sweated and pushed, but I
knew that if I saw one of them in some-
thing other than a baseball uniform, I
would view him as another Joe Average,
with a wife, two kids, and a dog named
Duke.
Somehow, I figured, that wouldn't be
bad. Baseball was still beautiful, and
maybe even more so. An average-looking
guy could manage to connect a rounded
surface with a rounded object flying
toward him at a speed for which you
would get arrested for driving. Even Ty
Cobb, the man with the best average, only
got on base one of every three times.
There was something, too about the
way that every player, or at least every
good player, worked with the team.
Whenever a player caught a ball, he had a
backup. Players sometimes had to make
sacrifice bunts rather than swing at a
sweet pitch. If a batter got hit by the
opposing pitcher, usually his pitcher or
his team would retaliate in some way.
The crowd was also a part of the
show. Thirty thousand people watching,
waiting, and cheering over little stuff like
whether or not the blue bus would win the
CTAbus race being held on the score-
board. The fewBlue Jay fans got yelled at
every time that they cheered for the wrong
team. Other than that, most people were
in agreement.
The White Sox won. They seemed to
do so quite often when we went to games.
In fiveyears and about twenty games, we
saw the Sox lose maybe five games. We've
decided that perhaps we're good luck or
something, but we don't ever do much for
the Cubs. They lose about half of the
games that we go to, but that's not a sur-
prise. Even so, the Cubs will always be
my favorites. Maybe it's something about
Wrigleyfield and afternoon baseball. The
sun shines down, making the crowd as
mellow as a cat stretched out in the sun.
Those fans seem to realize that they're not
there to see one team win, but rather, to
see the game of baseball played, now like
it was before.
Look for me fifty years from now. I'll
be the silver-haired woman wearing a
Cubs shirt and sitting in the same seat
every game, waiting for that glorious
someday when the pennant flaps in the
wind blowing out ofWrigleyfield.
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fewweeks ago, Mom and [
~ were having dinner at a truck
stop on the way home from
Spokane, Washington. Mom
had picked me up from Whttman
University and was tired from drtvtng
the past six hours. The bags under
her eyes seemed to sag to her chin.
When the waitress brought the tab to
our table, she placed tt In front of me.
I shoved it over to Mom.
"You gonna let your grandma
pay the bill?" the waitress said.
[ laughed.
Mom pursed her lips, half-way
smtltng and sbook her head. She
knew she looked old enough to be her
own mother. If you didn't know her,
you'd probably wonder why she didn't
keep up her appearance. But the deep
grooves at the comers of her eyes. and
her Jowls were earned. In a way, her
wrtnkles are a kind of strength. She
never let me forget that her Hfewasn't
easy compared to kids now-a-days.
"Your dad and I started at Weyhauser
the day we left high school Just so
we'd have something to begin a famlly
of our own with." she'd say. She
didn't mean tt In a nagging way, or to
make me feel guilty. but Mom wanted
to make sure I realized how good I had
it.
It's Just Rosie, my sister, Mom
and I. When I was three years old, my
dad was killed at the 7-11four blocks
from our house. He had stopped there
on the way home from the mill on the
wharf, Just as three guys were robbing
the place, The burglars were running
out Just as Dad was heading In. They
shot him in the neck. Mom was six
months pregnant with Rosie.
It's hard for me to remember
anything about him. But sometimes,
late at night, when I'm lying alone In
the dark, I think about him and [ can
almost feel his bristly face pressing
into my cheek. The smell of fresh
lumber sits on my nose. I wonder
about him, if he's In heaven looking
down at me-maybe he doesn't recog-
nize me anymore.
Mom used to have a picture of
him In a tiny sliver frame on the night
stand next to her bed. I would stare
at that picture for hOUTS,trying to feel
a connection. like you do when you
miss someone who was once part of
your life. But I couldn't get choked
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up. The only reason [ ever crted about
my dad was because [ didn't have one,
not because sam Winters was dead.
[ was thtrteen-years-old when
Mom told us about BlII. When [ came
home from school that day [ walked
past our second-hand oak table.
opened the fridge and got out the milk.
My breakfast dishes were still on the
counter. [lugged the milk Jug and my
bowl and spoon over to the 1V In the
next room where Rosie was lying on
the couch munching from a box of
Cap'n Crunch. [sat on the floor,
"Jem and the Holograms," our favortte
show. was on. It was the only cartoon
with kissing.
"Is this what you girls do every
day?" a voice hollered from the door-
way.
Surprtsed, we looked up.
"Momwhat are you doing home
so early?" Rosie asked.
"Yeah, why are you home?" [
said.
Mom looked around the room as
if trying to avoid whatever she had to
tells us. Her overcoat was wrinkled
under the bag hanging from her
shoulder. "Okay girls, In the kitchen,
[ need to talk to you."
Rosie and [ grabbed the cereal
box and headed Into the next room.
Mom always lectured us about
Immoral televtslon-we were young
girls with a lot of potential. I didn't
expect this time to be any different.
She sat at the table and folded her
hands on the oak surface. Rosie and I
kept munching on our cereal, waiting
for her to begin. The 1V buzzed In the
background and [ wrapped my feet
around the legs of the chair.
"I invtted someone over for dIn-
ner tonight: Mom said.
[ looked at Rosie and then back
at Mom, her graying hair outlining her
face. "Who?" [ asked.
"It's Bill Meyers. who your dad
used to work with. I Just wanted to
tell you-" Her voice broke off, she
took a deep breath. "IJust wanted to
tell you that we've been spending
some time together lately. And [ want
to spend more time with him. [want
you girls to get to know him a little:
She played with the ling on her finger.
pulling tt off and on.
Itwas quiet. We stared at the
dull surface of the table.
"Are you going to marry him?"
asked Rosie.
[ looked at Mom and waited for
her-answer.
"I don't know, Rosie, honey. But
I'd like you to get to know him better.
Okay?" she said.
Rosie smIled. "Okay, Mom:
[ shrugged my shoulders,
grabbed my backpack off the floor,
and headed upstairs to my bedroom.
"Whatever," [ said.
"Heide, we're eating at 5:30.
Don't make me holler for you," Mom
called after me.
My books spilled on the floor
when [ threw my bag down. I laid on
my bed and crossed my hands behind
my head. Unglowing, tiny stars stuck
to my ceillng-dull and lifeless.
Bill. Bill Meyers.
[ got off my bed and walked down
the hall to Mom's room. The last time I
had looked at Daddy's picture was a
few months before school started, The
door wasn't shut. [pushed It open
and stepped Into the room. The bed
was made. the floor clean, and the
blinds were up. The door to Mom's
walk-In closet was wide open. Daddy's
picture hung from a nail drtven In on
the Inside of the door. His scruffy face
smIled at me from across the room, I
wondered if he minded being put In the
closet. HIs pIcture looked better
standing up than hanging from some-
thing.
[ picked up the frame and laid on
my stomach on the bed. Aunt Rose
and Uncle Herman told me every time
they saw me that [ was the spitting
Image of my father. From the nose on
up, the carbon copy of Dad. [stared
Into the picture, It was hard to think
that eyes I can't remember are where
my eyes come from.
There used to be a Kodak com-
mercial on 1V that showed a dad walk-
~ng through a wheat lIeld with a kid in
overalls on his shoulder. The little boy
was laughing. The dad had one hand
on the kid's leg and the other was
reaching up behind the kid's back. so
he wouldn't fall. The sun was shining
and the boy's hair was bouncing up
and down as the dad walked along.
The dad's lips were moving. but all you
could hear was Pachabel's "Canon In
D: He seemed the Ideal dad.
[ always thought of that commer-
artwork by Ben Meyer
clal when I looked at Dad's picture: It
reminded me of what I thought I
missed out on. Itwas hard not to con-
fuse sam Wtnters with the Kodak guy.
I trted to feelloss-anger-because
sam Wtnter's wasn't around anymore.
The Kodak man always popped up tn
my mind telltng me who my dad
should have been. When I looked at
Sam Winters, I had no clue who he
was. He was a faceless person who
missed out on betng my dad. The
room was cold and I put the picture
back. I shut Mom's bedroom door
and went back down the hall.
Bill arrtved at exactly 5:00.
Mom told Rosie and Bill and I to chat
In the living room while she ftnlshed
making supper. It was the flrst time
In my life that 1didn't have to set the
table.
Bill sat on the orange sofa
across from Rosie and me. Iwas in
the big easy chair, Rosie was on the
floor. The black dashes tn his shirt
reminded me of the carpet tn the
basement. His baldtng head shined a
bit underneath thtn strands of black
hair greased back. He sat forward
and rested his elbows on his legs-his
hands folded tn the space tn between
his knees.
"Rosie, what grade are you In?"
Bill said.
Rosie giggled and said, "Five."
"Oh," said Bill. "What about
you, Heide-you must be at least 16,"
"I'm tn eighth grade."
We sat quletly for a moment. A
neighbor's dog's barktng sounded
through the walls,
"I should probably help Mom
with the dlnner," I said. I got up from
the chair and went tnto the kitchen.
Mom was pulltng lasagna out of
the oven. I reached up tnto the cup-
board to get out the plates. Mom
turned her head to me.
"Heide, what are you dotng?" she
whispered. "Get out there and talk
with Bill."
"Mom, It's not nice to let you do
all the work by yourself. Just let me
set the table,"
She smiled and cupped my
cheek with her hand.
Methodically, I set four plates on
the table. The fork and the knife on
the left Side, the spoon on the right
with a paper napkin folded In a trtan-
g1eunder It. I never laid out the sil-
verware the same, a trademark that
always made Mom laugh. But this
time, Mom switched the knife to the
other side on every setttng. "Not when
we have company," she explained, and
smiled as if to apologize.
I nodded and went to get the
water pitcher. "Dinner's ready," Mom
called. Bill and Rosie came tn as I ftn-
Ished IDling our glasses.
"Mom, Bill said he likes Mike
Mulligan and the Steam Shovel as
much as me," Rosie said. "He's gotng
to read It to me after dlnner." Smiling,
Mom went to Bill and put her arm
around him, her eyes shining at his
bearded face.
"Well, let's eat," she said.
A casserole dish of lasagna and a
salad bowl of lettuce sat between Bill
and me. He took quick bites durtng
his anecdotes of life on the wharf.
Rosie and Mom laughed like crazy.
busied myself with eating, pourtng
water and bringing food from the
kitchen to the table. Whenever I sat
down, Btll would pat me on the knee
and ask polite questions about school
or boys. Other than answering ques-
tions though, 1didn't talk.
"Are you studytng science In
school. RosIe?" Bill asked.
Rosie nodded. "Every afternoon
this week we got to go outside to catch
bugs," she said, "I've got a jar with
bug spray tn It and they die tn there,"
I rolled my eyes.
When I brought out the French
bread, Mom told me to sit down. Bill
wtnked at me. "I don't bite," he said.
After dtnner, Mom suggested
that we eat dessert tn the living room.
I carried In the cherry pie Mom
bought, and Rosie followed with the
plates and silverware.
"Let me do the honors," Bill said.
He knelt at the coffee table and cut up
the pie. He put a slice on each plate
and served each of us.
Mom beamed. "Bill, you're too
much," she said.
I thought maybe he remtnded
her of Dad. But tn his picture, Dad
has lots of black hair and he was real-
ly tan. 1didn't think he and Bill look
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anything alike but they both dtd have
beards. Maybe they acted alike. 1
don't remember If Dad helped Mom In
the kitchen or did things like serve
dessert.
Iwolfed down my pie while Rosie
told Bill about her school project on
castles. She showed him her card-
board version of the tower of London.
That's where Rosie said bad people
had to go In the olden days. To me, It
looked like a brown tube. Bill said It
was fantastic,
I stood up. "I'll start the dishes,
Mom: I said. She patted my hand as
1walked by.
The hot water steamed In the
sink as 1 stacked the plates on the
counter, Lasagna slimed on my hands
and 1 squlshed It between my fingers.
Istood for a moment, with my hands
In the water while the suds rose high-
er, like a bubbling cloud.
1heard Mom say 1was always a
bit shy at first.
Durtng the first week In July,
Rosie, Mom and 1always camped
along the Oregon coast. It was the
summer tradition. We'd spend the
most time at Honeyman State Park
before going back up north. It was
always the same - as soon as school
got out, Rosie and 1couldn't wait to
leave. After coming back. we'd spend
the rest of the swnmer nursing our
sun-burned bodies and making Jewel-
ry from the shells we found at the
beach.
We spent most of the vacation on
the sand dunes. Huge and constant.
The wind would sweep off the water
and set the sand In motion, but the
dunes never seemed to go anywhere.
Rosie and 1would drag lawn
chairs along with our beach bags, up
the hills, and stake out a spot. Mom
always stayed back at the camper. On
top of the dune. the rest of the world
faded away. We would run down the
hot sand to the shoreline-not stop-
ping until we reached the water. We
laid flat on the wet mud, waves rolling
In over our feet, each time creeping a
bit higher. Mom would brtng lunch to
the top of the hill. Sand stuck to our
wet legs, while we ate grainy sand-
wiches and the sun beat on us. Mom.
RosIe, and l-on our own shifting
sand castle.
1promised myself that camping
this summer would be Just as good as
the sununers before. Things seemed
so up In the air lately about who we
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were going to be. I resolved to protect
our world of ocean and sand-It would
forever remain our special place,
Bill kept coming over weekly. He
always brought daisies for Mom. He
was also a board-game fanatic. Maybe
It was hts way to get to know Rosie
and 1 better. I politely agreed to play
Monopoly, RIsk, or whatever he'd
brtng. and we ended up playing games
almost three nights a week. Bill
would Instst that 1be the banker or let
me choose the color of my man first-
winking at me and grinning.
One Sunday, about two weeks
before we were to go camping, Bill
came over. There were no board
games under his arm, but 1 suspected
cards were In his pocket. Mom made
hotdogs and potato salad. We ate out
on the patio. The whole city seemed
to sweat In Its day off.
We sat around the red-stained
picnic table on Its matching benches,
Dad made the set Just before he died.
Rosie and 1sat on the bench that
slanted slightlY downward from the
right side to the left. Mom said Dad
accidentally made the legs different
sizes. They never got around to I1xIng
It. 1pictured Mom and the Kodak
man laughing together.
"My dad made this table," 1 said
suddenly. Bill looked surprtsed.
"He did?" he said. "That's pretty
good craftsmanship." He ran his hand
along the edge of the table as If feeling
for flaws.
"All except for that bench: Mom
said. pointing to where we sat. "The
legs aren't the same size so It sort of
slopes. That's pretty bad for a guy
who worked In a lumber mill. Isn't It?"
She shook her head. Bill laughed.
Mom always told that Joke when she
talked about the table. To me, It
always sounded like she was laughing
at Dad.
"You girls looking forward to
camping?" Bill said.
"It's going to be great. We got
new salt-water sandals and beach
towels .. Rosie said, chomping on a cel-
ery stick.
1kept eating.
"I'm sure you'll have a great
time: he said. Bill looked at Mom and
rubbed her back. Seagulls squaked
overhead. Mom's short hair barely
moved In the breeze.
She smUed at us.
"I know It's sudden: she said.
"But Bill and 1were thinking It'd be
fun for all four of us to go this year ..
She reached up and scratched her
neck. "What do you girls think about
that?"
"You mean Bill would come
along?" Rosie said.
Mom nodded.
"That would be great. Then you
wouldn't get bored playing with us all
day." she said.
"I think 1 could take her off your
hands: Bill said. "Have you guys ever
been on a dune buggy? We could
probably rent one while we're down
there. If you wanted"
"Now, Bill," Mom said. "Let's not
go too overboard."
"I know, 1 know." Bill said. "It's
Just that Ihaven't been to the Oregon
coast In years. Whatever we do, we're
going to have a great time."
"Heide: Mom said, 1 felt the
attention swing In my direction. "You
haven't said how you feel. What
would you think IfBill came along this
year?"
My neck tensed and 1put my
hands under my legs. 1 looked at
Mom again. expecting a reassuring
look. but she Just walted. I was being
forced to talk-It was being squeezed
out of me. 1 stared at the table. Mom,
Bill, and Rosie were silent.
"I mind .. 1 said finally.
It was quiet.
1 looked up to see If they had
heard me. All their eyes were on me.
Something inside me was saying get
out oJ here, but I Ignored the voice.
"Heide: Mom said. but Bill
touched her arm.
"It's okay .. he said. "She was
honest with us. We can't get angry at
her for that." 1crossed my arms In
from of my chest and breathed In
slowly, looking down the whole time,
"Even If 1didn't like It. I wanted to
know .. he said.
"Heide, 1know this Is hard for
you .... Mom wasn't sure what to say.
"But It doesn't have to be this way. 1
hope you know that."
The can of diet Coke was wet
and cold against my palm. I watched
the moisture drtp on my hand.
"IJust want you to know 1would
never hurt your mother." Bill said.
Rosie picked at her potato chips.
"Heide. It's no big deal. We're at the
beach all day, anyway," she said.
I didn't feel like talking. 1Just
wanted to leave. Mom's face told me
answers were needed.
"You and 1don't know each
other well, Heide. But, I love your
mother. And I love her family. too:
Bill said. I still said nothing. He
turned to Mom. "ThIs didn't stay
according to the plan, did it?" he
said.
"Not quite," Mom said. She
looked at me. "Don't you have any-
thing more to say?"
I wanted to explain everything,
but I said nothing.
"I should probably go. I'll call
you tomorrow." He leaned over and
gave Mom a ktss on the cheek. He
looked at me. "I'm going to keep try-
tng." he said. He got up, walked past
the picnic table and patted my shoul-
der on the way out. I heard the front
door close behind him.
We sat still for a moment, then
Mom began to stack the dishes. "I'm
trying to understand you Heide. Why
are you fighting this so hard?" she
said.
"' don't know Mom," I said.
"Why do you have to ruin the way
things are? I like us now: 'crossed
my arms. "Just forget It. I don't
want to talk anymore."
"Rosie, help me clear off the
table," Mom said, Her voice was
scratchy. I could tell she was about
to cry.
I walked across the patio and
leaned on the railing. I heard Rosie
tell Mom that Mrs. Higgins, her
teacher, said that God saves every-
one's tears In a giant gold bowl. I put
my chest against the wood and hung
my arms over the other side. Maybe I
had broken Mom's dream, I thought.
Bul I didn't want to forget Dad's pic-
ture. I wondered If I let Bill in, If
someday, he would become a picture
In the closel as well.
I went Into the kttchen. "Mom, I
didn't mean to make trouble: I said.
I set my diet Coke on the counter. "I
miss Dad, any dad. And I'm scared."
I didn't know what else to say.
Mom leaned over the sink and
opened to window above the faucet.
She turned off the water. "IJust want
you to be happy for me. You're not
losing anything by letting Bill become
part of this family:
Bill didn't come with us that
year. The sandy hills were waiting
for us like the summer before. We
spent endless days on the sand,
playing on the dunes, and running
down the water's edge. Mom bought
us a kite and when the wind wasn't
too strong, Rosie and I flew it out
over the water, Jumping back every
time the icy waves came in over our
toes. On top of the dune, the beach
stretched out Into the distance.
Sometimes a barge would drift along
the horizon, and sailboats would
come close to the shore. But the
ocean constantly pulled the boats
along their paths.
Every day of vacation, Mom
gave Rosie and I a one-dollar
allowance. We spent it at the snack
shop near the campground entrance.
In the comer of the store was a photo
booth about three feet wide. For a
dollar, you could get four pictures.
One afternoon, Instead of Ice
cream. I told Rosie to climb In the
booth. We rolled up stool as high as
it would go. With Rosie on me, and
me on the chair, we grinned, stuck
out our tongues, looked sexy and
picked our noses for the camera.
When the machine spitted our our
pictures. I held on to them and told
Rosie we would dlvlde them up when
we got home.
In the camper after the sun
went down, Mom and I had a ritual
of playing Gin after Rosie went to
sleep. Two days before we had to go
home, Rosie got a bright red sun-
burn. That night she lay sleeping in
her underwear with the covers off
her. The only light was the lantern
on the table. Mom was dealing me
another hand. 'had won the last
five rounds. Her tanned face looked
healthy.
"Let's never get too busy to do
this, okay?" she said,
I smiled.
The ocean rolled and tossed,
the sound distanced by the dunes
between us and the beach.
"Even If It's more than the three
of us: she said. I arranged the cards
In my hand. Mom straightened what
was left of the deck. "Sometimes,
when you girls are down on the
beach and I'm at the top of the sand
dune watching you, I really miss
your dad. We used to come here Just
after you were born: She reached
out and put my hair behind my ear.
"He loved you very much,"
I could feel my eyes getting hot.
"Give Bill a chance," she said.
"He's got a lot of love to give you.
Even If you only knew him for a short
time, you wouldn't regret It."
salty tears stung my sun-
burned cheeks. "Promise?" I said.
"Promise."
I nodded and wiped my runny
nose. "I'll try: I said. I looked down
at my hand. I had an Ace. King,
Queen of Spades, and four nines. I
looked at Mom and grinned. "Gin."
Bill was at the house when we
got back. He helped unload the sta-
tion wagon while Mom brought the
food out of the camper. Rosie carried
the sleeping bags Into the house and
I went to the back of the wagon, Bill
was trytng to unhitch the camper.
"How was the trip?" he asked.
"It was good," I told him. "Rosie
got sun-burned pretty bad."
"I can tell. She's a lobster: He
laughed.
I pulled out the folded pictures
from my pocket. Three were still
attached. I had cut the fourth one
off, "Rosie and I took these In a
booth a couple of days ago." I said.
"These are great: he said.
"You can have one lfyou want."
I held out the one I had cut oif.
Bill smiled. "Thank you."
"Sure," I said. I grabbed my
duffle bag full of seashells and head-
ed Into the house.
Mom and Bill have been mar-
ried for almost six years now.
Usually they both pick me up from
college, but Bill was worktng over-
time so he and Mom could go to
Hawaii In the fall.
I haven't looked at Dad's pic-
ture In a long time. But sometimes,
late at night, when I'm lying alone In
the dark, I think about that piney
smell and his scruffy cheek. There
are times when I don't care as much,
even times when I think about him
without any real feeling. His memory
comes In different shapes, but It still
comes around.
Some things change, I guess.
Some things don't.
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'1wo-Se GOn d roa d trip
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
widening eyes sacred scream
headlights flash not a dream
crunching metal engine sigh








forehead gash teeth gnash
coherent brain with a train
Trapped Inside.




where every spare space
is completely crammed with at least
six sweating souls
who are larger than the confinement
allows
and are trying to be themselves
but become clones of
the other five forms
clustered chaotically
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As a child, Steve
I watched your stinging eyes glisten
As we played in the sandbox
Your eyebrows knitted in pain
Slapped by your father's gin-soaked bitchings.
Your heavy eyelids, bags bulging
Told of the long, sleepless nights
Listening to the shrieking squabbling
That invaded from upstairs.
Why did I see your pain
And not see how its breath poised over your candle's wick?
"Underachiever," "rebel," "delinquent," they called you at 17
And I would nod as I saw the floor of your Mustang
Covered with aluminum cans of beer and glass flasks of bourbon
As joints and seeds spilled over in the ashtray.
I could not see how the vice tightened around you
Crushing your dreams, your youth
And driving you into the hills that day
Where pain finally left your misery-sick brain
Halted by cold lead.
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O ne rught mNovember,mymother pauses
from carrytng
the dishes tnto the
kitchen, struggles with
the thought for a
moment, turns to my
father and says, "Guess
what I heard the other
day at Ladies' Society.
Case Timmermans died
a fewdays ago. Case
Ttmmermans, Wasn't
that the man Frida mar-
ried?"
Myfather looks
straight ahead, at nei-
ther of us, and frowns a
bit. Then he nods his
head, turns his atten-
tion to his dessert, and
says no more.
But this sudden
news, and my father's
reaction, surprises me.
Myfather emigrated
from the Netherlands tn
1946 and dated Frida
for eight years. Eight
years. Van Rooyenwas
her malden name.
Years ago, he would sit
on the edge of the my
bed, attempttng, I know
now. to explatn the
nature of love and sex.
Hewould start relaxed
and confident, but when
he saw me lying there,
wide-eyed,mesmerized,
he could never conttn-
ue. So the shocking
truth would turn to
informal narratives
about his own adven-
tures as a young man.
And all I ever got out of
those father-son talks
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were general stories of a
young man, a young
woman named Frida,
and a situation which
didn't work out.
Sometimes he told
stories of the past,
always tn that same
famillar tone of voice-
steady, well-pronunctat-
ed and embedded with a
sly sort of pride. At
least that's the way I
took them, as if the his-
tories of those mid-cen-
tury Dutch immigrants
were a collection of hal-
lowed tales only to be
spoken with respect and
dignity.
Wefinish devotions
and rise from the table.
Myfather strolls
towards the couch and
his newspaper. I head
upstairs for an old pair
ofjeans and at-shirt. I
am an only child. With
my father's fa!Itng
health, it is up to me to
check the greenhouses
each night after we eat.
I'm not great mechani-
cally, only good enough
to notice the problems.
If anythtng is irregular,
my father fixes it. Still,
like he says, I've got two
eyes to see and two ears
to hear. Six evenings a




Some friends say I
should try somethtng
different. Workingfor
my father, they say, is a
htndrance. Some even
n o I
to show his authority tn
the matter, the paper
still folded tn his hand.
"Don't forget to lock
the screen doors tn the
last house," he says.
"I won't," I say.
I watch him as he
turns fromme and sits
down. He seems to age
tn the process. His eyes
are stll1the same-blue
and alert. He has always
been short, but tn sitting





artwork by Ben Meyer
call me lazy. We'vebeen
out of high school six
years and two of them
are greenhouse man-
agers making twice the
salary I do. Stll1,I'm
content llvtng at home.
Roomand board, plus a
weeklypaycheck that
goes straight to the
bank.
I change and walk
downstairs. When I
pass him tn the llvtng
room, he remtnds me to
check the lights tn the
last house where the
potnsettlas are growtng.
He is still standtng, as if
a n
of flesh. Sitting down,
his head dips in between
his shoulders. He fits
his reading glasses on,
sighs deeply, and pulls
open the paper.
I put on my jacket and
step outside. The tem-
perature has dropped
sharply and the sun is
sinking. This is the time
between day and night
when everything takes in
dull, gray tones-the
cars in the parking lot,
the grass, and the trees.
Above, dark clouds race
as if headed towards a
specific destiny.
Dad says that
autumn has an authori-
ty to it. It closes the
beaches,shortensthe
days. and forces us
inside to wait for winter.
There was no Indian
summer this year and
the cold is what my
mother calls akelig, a
Dutch word for disturb-
ing or uninviting. My
father has also noticed
the strong winds and
cloudy days. Although
he hasn't mentioned it
yet. I know he worries
about the boilers and
the strength of the
glass. The snow is
coming.
c
I walk across the
lawn towards the huge
cement building we can
the "barn." It is actual-
ly a huge, square con-
crete warehouse.
Facing the house is the
entrance-two sliding
glass doors. There's
enough room for three
transport trucks to
park inside the squared
area. In the middle of
one cement wan is the
entrance to the cooler.
DUrlngtheday,lfthere
are no trucks parked
inside, the cut plants
are wheeled into the
loading area and sorted.
After the sorting, the
cooler's steel belted
door is opened and the
flowers are wheeled in.
Against the other wan,
opposite the entrance,
are two sliding doors
which lead to a boiler
room and my father's
workshop, a small,
filthy room I was never
allowed to enter as a
child, but did anyway.
In the middle of the last
wan is another sliding
glass door that leads to
the greenhouses.
I pick up three light
bulbs in the supply
room and study the
computer reading in the
main office. I check the
temperature reading on
a small monitor before
entering the cooler.
Inside, the smell of spi-






receptions and the like.
They're cheap and easy
to handle. But at
Christmas, the public
snubs them. While still
in the ground their odor
isn't strong, but in the
cooler the cold seems to
freeze the smell in
midair. Every after-
noon, the workers read
the list of orders that
have to be ready for the
next morning, and cut
the exact amount.
Tonight, the orders are
ready. rows of white
pails with our business
name written in black
marker on the pails.
twelve bunches of cut
plants bundled together
in each one. The floor
has recently been hosed
down. As I leave, I
notice something odd. A
clanging is coming from
one of the fans-a piece
of metal or perhaps a
loose screw. I make a
note of it.
I leave the cooler
and lock the door. I
walk across the cement
floor, slide open the
glass door, and walk
into the greenhouses.
The heat and humidity
surround me. I start
walking towards the
last house, three hun-
dred feet away.
Frida Van Rooyen.
I've often wondered who
Frida Van Rooyen was,
as if her existence now
is somehow less relevant
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to what itwas years
ago. That she dated or
spent a good deal of
time with my father Is
alii know, but my
imagination never stops
here. I've done my
share of dreamtng who
this character was, and
how they were together.
Actually, It's my
mother who keeps up
her memory. Years ago
she teased him occa-
sionally about Frida.
especiallywhen she got,
well, friendly. Right tn
the livingroom. Dad
resisted her arms push-
tng her offwith gentle
force. He would keep
his eyes on the newspa-
per and tell her, tn
Dutch, to layoff, but
never without trytng to
stifle a smile.
"Oh,what's the mat-
ter?" she would say,
and the game contin-
ued, "Areyou still
thinking about Frtda?"
a mischievous look on
her face.
He always played
along and, tn Dutch,
would say somethtng
like, 'Who? Frida? Oh,
that fat thtng?"
Fat was far from the
truth. When I was a
boy, I spent ratny days
Instde with my lego sets
and stuffed animals. I'd






sharks. Once bored, I
wouldwalk over to an
oak cabtnet beside my
father's chair and begtn
paging through photo
albums. And Frida, In
the fewpictures I saw of
them together, was
never fat. There were
France asked the
explorer if the settlers
would become irritated
at each other for living
so close, Champlain
answered, 'They have
no choice but to bond."
I agree. Isolation must
lead to congregation.
They had spent eight
years of their lives
together-off and on
,--------------, and my
''EVPnJ An<.on his mind. father
_. :J ~ put it-
'Every tfay on tiers. 'To sure, but
they still
me, just as interesting as had
spent
wondering wfiat them
fia f' together,'Ppeneu. . . . Eight
L... -'-""- -' years, I
wonder about this
decade of time, and the
changes that were
bound to occur during
those years, Every day
on his mind. Every day
on her's. To me, just as
Interesting as wonder-
Ingwhat happened tn
eight years Is the fact
that eight years did
happen. And now with
Case Timmerman's
death, I wonder how far
my father Is removed
from those years.
A string of lights
hang over every row In
the last house,
Potnsettlas don't need
extra light, but my
father has his own
superstitions. When we
first grew the plant,
their color turned out
weak, I blamed it on
weak chemicals. My .
father blamed it on a
poor Iighttng. This year,
a lot of out Christmas
profit Is rldtng on how
well the poinsettias sell.
Wepacked six houses
with over twenty-thou-
sand plants this year.,
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From the center
walk, I see that two
light bulbs tn the back
are burned out, I pull
the new bulbs from my
pocket as I walk down
the aisle,
Where did the two of
them fall apart?
I stop at the nearest
dead bulb,
What ever happened
between Case and my
father?
I lean over, reach
forward, and grab the
thick wire cable. I
begin twisting off the
old one,
Howdid it end?
I unscrew the old
bulb, twlsttng gently,
glass In my hand.
What was he think-
tng when he heard Case
Tlmmermans had died?
I twist the bulb
harder now, fed up
because I've realized my
own desire to know
more about a time that
my father never spoke
about. Frustration sets.
I keep twlsttng and
twisttng until I hear
only the electrical buzz
of burning lights.
Swnmer. There has
been not rain in weeks,
and the dust pours out
behind them in huge
clouds. The Chevy con-
vertible spins around a
corner and rolls onto
Victoria Road. a high-
way leading straight
towards the lake. He
holds his foot steady,
feels the engine give in.
and drops the pedal to
thejloor. He's heard
rumors of unfaithfulness
and tonight he wants
answers. Tonight, his
car and cigarettes are
his onlyjriends. The
Chevy climbs to eighty
and the speed scares
the young woman.
He slows down but
they don't speak. Five
minutes later, they
approach the lake. He
parks the car in a cul-
vert on a dirt road, a
hundred yards from the
lake. He shuts off the
ignition, leans over the
steering wheel, and
faces her. She avoids
contact with his eyes,
keeping her eyes ftxed.
on the lake. He coughs,
waits, and sighs. A bor-
der he must cross. The
complexity of beginning.
"I think there's some-
thing you have to tell
me," he says, "so why




"All right," he says,
"you don't have to talk.
But you have to answer
afew questions."
She nods her head.
The whole past week
there has been some-
thing stirring inside him
like an unsettled liquid.
He asks her about
Timmermans and if the
rumors are true and
about their future. He
waits. He knows that
for afew moments he
won't be able to speak.
Her answers do more
than surprise him. They
take that unsettled liq-
uid and heat it until it




with the silicon and a
flash of light jars me. I
walk down the row,
replace the other light,
and leave in a hurry.
Saturday evening,
Jerry and I are driving
back after delivering a
hundred boxes of poin-
settias to Toronto.
Snowhas been falling
since the morning and
the traffic has bundled
close together and
slowed considerably.
The heating has broken
down in the cab and
we're behind schedule.
The radio DJ says that
a storm is coming from
the south. Jerry
groans.
"What a pain in the
ass. What a pain in the
ass," he says from the
passenger seat. watch-
ing the snow hit the
Windshield, "And, ...
and you know what?
Isaac was a real idiot
back there. I mean,









long?" I felt like stuff-
ing a pot down his
throat. While you were
in the head office sign-
ing the transferral
sheet, he gives me
crap about being late.
And then he's asking
all kinds of questions
about your dad. You
know, like, 'Where's
Joe?', 'What the hell
happened to Joe?', and
'Why ain't Joe deliver-
ing today?' You know,
I'll bet Isaac's only half
my size, and I'm sit-
ting there taking his
crap."
Myfather calls
Jerry a friendly giant.
Most of the time he's
exactly that. At stx-
four, 240 pounds, with
coke-bottle glasses
and a scruffy beard,
he simply looks too
stupid to defend him-
self. If he's ever late
with a delivery, no one
backs down from
telling him. He's prob-
ably been a scape goat
all of his life, and he
knows it. After a
while, his aches and
pains become a bother.
I try to ignore him and
concentrate on the
road and lights only a
few feet in front of the





















said he had to go
somewhere today, and
he asked me to make
the deliveries. When I
asked what was up, he
said he had some other






bundles of flowers, I





Toronto, too far for us
to do business with.
Mydad said
Timmermans had had a
reputation as a slick
businessman, a real
charmer. Either you
loved him or you hated
him. Dad told me his
unexpected death
would cause a stir in
the market.
"MaybeFrida wl1l
run the show from now
on," I said, grinning.
"Oh, she could if she
wanted... maybe even
better than Case
could," he said. He tied
his last bundle and said
he had to make a phone
call.
The traffic slows to
a crawl. The snow is
coming down a bit
harder. I wonder about
our conversation yes-
terday. There doesn't
seem to be a whole lot
else to do as the traffic
stops completely.
He's about to slam
the car door shut, but
remembers that he
wants to appear con-
trolled. The sun has
been merciless the last
few days and the back
of his Sunday shirt is
soaked with sweat.
Stay calm, he tells him-
self, and walks along
the side of the house,
his hands in his pock-
ets.
Turning the corner,
he walks into the back-
yard and sees
Timmermans sitting on
a wooden chair under a
cherry tree, a glass in
one hand, a book in the
other. For a moment, he
scolds himself-without
a shirt, Timmermans is
nothing tofear. What
would be so attractive
about him? His whole
torso is white, and his
chest is flat and level.
His shoulder bones stick




that he isJour years
older than Ttmmermans,
and not to act this way.
If a battle is in the mak-
ing. he'll do his best not
to lose control. He





up and stares for afeui
moments, He lays the
book on the grass, and
stands.
"It's too hot out
today ..... ifyou're
going to ask me why I
wasn't in church this
morning."
"I'm not the preach-
er," he says.
"Well,for my sake,
I'm glad you're not,"
Timmermans says, and
forces a smile. "So how
was it, Johan-how was
church? I can see that
you went."
"The same as usual."
he says, and the sound
oj his voice gives him
confidence.
"Well, that's the way







He waits a feui seconds.
"Notmuch changes? I
don't think I agree,
Case. And I think you
know that Idon't agree.
Right?" He realizes
what he's said and he's
impressed with the





they hear a noise at the
screen door. They both
look over. Frida is
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struggling with a tray and drive up the ser-
Jull ojJruit, crackers vice road. The sur-
and sandWiches, and rounding fields are
dishes. She looks up caked with snow, and
and sees Johan. The the snow Is still falling
strength leaves her hard. We missed the
arms. She drops the brunt of the storm
entire tray. The sound when we came around
oj shattered glass the comer of Lake
hangs in the air. Ontario in Hamilton
"I really think you and began heading
should leave, Johan, " heading east. Now,
Ttmmermans says, pick- only a few miles from
ing up his shirt and the home, Jerry eases up
book off the grass. For a bit. He turns and
thefirst time since his faces me.
arrival, he sees 'You know, you're
Timmermans is lucky. Your dad still
scared. He watches pays you by the hour.
how Timmermans When we get home,
doesn't dare take his you get to quit."
~~~ I~~
him ":youK-now, if Iwere over at
while 'f c. Ii him with
she you, I u. oe rig t up caution.
slips is tliere 'UJitliyour dad. ref I don't
arms ' under-
into the invest in tlie business." stand
holes of L- ---' what he
his means
shirt. His hands turn by still pays you by the
into fists. He turns how; but! don't like the
and walks towards insinuation.
the front. ''What are you tIyIng
"Jotian; Johan. Listen to say, Jer?"
to me. I know you don't 'Well, shit. After I
like this, I know you drop you off, I gotta
don't like this at all." deliver fifty boxes to
He doesn't listen. Lakeside."
He storms towards the 'You're going to
front of the house. He Lakeside?"
sees Frida at the 'Yeah."
screen door; terrified, 'Which
butfor one last time, plant-Niagara or St.
he regards her. He'll Catherine's?"
see her again and "Both," he
again, but there is a explodes, ''I'll be a
difference between the grandpa by the time I
seeing and regarding. get done. Geez, you'll
And what he sees in be asleep by the time
her is something I get back."
between deception and "Hey, screw you,
a lie. And he decides -Jer." I say. 'You know
never to regard her after you leave, I still




A half hour later,
we hit the off-ramp
Turn off the lights.
Lock up."
"Sounds pretty
tough," he mutters, ''You
know, If Iwere you, I'd
be right up there with
your dad. I'd Invest In
the business. Crap, I
wouldn't let my dad
handle everything at
sixty-five."
"Drop It," Isay, and
then I turn to him.
"Howcan you say all
that? You don't do any-
thing but drive the
truck."
"Andwhat do you do,
huh? When your dad
was your age he already
had his own greenhous-
es."
I turn away from
him,and,outofange~
press the gas pedal
down.
Jerry realizes what
he's staried and pulls
back. ''I'mjust saying,
you can't sit around and
plant cuttings all day
waiting tl1lyour dad
hands everything over to
you ... right?"
Wedrive for a minute
without speaking. Then
Iturn and look at him.
"And that's what I ain't
doing, Is that It? I'm not
pulling my weight? I'm
just wasting time? You
think ... "
"Hey, man." he cuts
In, pointing towards the
windshield.
"Hey,what?" I
answer, upset at the
way he's been acting.
"Hey!Hey!Watch the
road!" he yells, leaning
far back In his seat.
Just as I think he's sim-
ply trying to annoy me. I
hear the sound of gravel
underneath the van and
I feel the van begin to
shake. I look back just
In time to see the front
end dropping over the
ditch.
Neither one of us Is
hurt, and within a few
minutes a fanner comes
by and pulls us out. The
front bumper is a bit
dented, but we leave the
Issue.
Weget home around
six-thirty. and I help
Jerry load the other van.
Jerry slams the door and
mumbles something as
he heads for the driver's
side. Iwalk towards the
house.
I take to heart what
Jerry said. That my
friends bug me Is one
thing. but to have Jerry
Bowdentellingme to
growup Is another.
I start doingmore for
the business. and my
father notices. After
Christmas, he puts me In
charge of all the gerani-
um shipping and
although my mother dis-
approves, starts talking




sion Into the business Is
slow, There Is so much
to learn. The more I
learn, the more I realize I
don't know. Alongwith
my own set ofkeys. my






any room," he says. ''But
this summer you can
havemyoId woodshop.
You'llhave to clean that
mess out yourself Ifyou
reallywant It. And once
you're done cleaning It
out. we'llput In carpet. a
desk. and a monitor,"
I bought a John Deere
tractor without him
knowing, and he Isn't a
bit upset when he finds
out. Towards the end of
January. he tells me that
the doctor insists he only
work half days. He says,
grinning. that pretty soon
helI be the one checking
the greenhouses after
supper.
I can't exactly explain
It, but there Is still a ten-
sion between Jerry and
me. He's aware of his
role in the change in my
behavior. He knows this
Is stl1la secret-what he
said to me in the van.
But I think the root of
the problem Is quite sim-
ple-he never got the
opportunities I did.
In January, my dad
and I attend three con-
ferences held by the
greenhouse operators
association we're a part
of. When we drive home.
hismind fuil of familiar
faces and names, even
from years back, he
smiles and talks about
the way It was back
then. when all of the
emigrants were starting
businesses with next to
nothing. At one of these
flower shows. where the
big companies rent
stands to promote their
cause, I see the big TF
sign for Timmermans
flowers and a middle
aged woman with blond
hair drinking coffee and
chatting with customers.
I don't mention it to my
dad. though.
Then one weekend, It
happens. A quiet lesson.
I'm gone one weekend
and my father checks
the greenhouses at
night. There Is no one
working late. and the
storage area Is quiet. All
the orders are ready for
page falls out. obviously
not In the book. It Is
smaller and folded In the
middle. A liturgy of some
sort. Its corners are fold-
ed over like dog ears and
even though It's layered
with a thin 111m of dirt. I
notice Its fine texture. It
lands on the bench and
from the words and flow-
ers I see on Its cover, I
am suddenly filledwith a
vision of figures dressed
in black. snow falling on
the tops ofgrey tomb-
stones. and words being
spoken for both the living
and the dead.
I pick up the liturgy,
now sure ofwhat my
father had done that
Saturday afternoon. And
there are no more ques-
tions. only general
answers. I realize that
unless he shares It with
me, what Is my father's
will stay my father's-
whether It be his wood-
shop. his joys and sor-
rows. or the mysteries of
his past. They are his
and not mine. Maybe
someday he'll tell me
more about the past. but
for now he's letting me
know that he's glad I'm
around and that I'm
growing up.
I accept my Igno-
rance and vanity with
remorse. And the
knowledge that sits in
my hands. I accept with
grace.
the followingmorning.
Inside the cooler. he
notices that the same
fan with the loose screw
from last November Is
loose again. But doctor's
orders. Hemakes a note
of It, and tells me about
it the followingafternoon.
"Wedon't have a 3/16
screwdriver," I tell him.
He says there should be
one in his woodshop.
That evening I walk
into hiswoodshop for the
first time In years. The
wooden door cracks
open. I look in, and feel
threatened. With the
bench against one wall.
there Is hardly any room
to walk. The floor Is cov-
ered with coiled hoses.
cement blocks, old Ice
skates, rat traps. and
broken tools. Cobwebs
hang in all corners.
Like usual, the bench
Is a mess coveredwith
nails, hand tools. screws.
rags fllledwith grease
and oil. paint brushes,
and receipts. All I need
Is a 3/ 16 screwdriver. I
walk over and stand by
the center of the bench.
I lift an old sweater from
the pile. I pull the trash
basket beside myself and
begin throwing away
everything I won't need:
oldmagazines. receipts.
ffithy rags, empty quarts
of oil. rusty nails, even a
handsaw orange with
rust. Anything just to
cleat the area. I'll find It
through elimination.
After a fewminutes. I
pick up an old telephone III ill 11111Idirectory. Under It sits a
standard screwdriver. In
the relief of accomplish-
ment I let out a yelp and
throw the directory out
ofmy hands. It rises in
the air. peaks, and tips.
Then spreading open. a
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lis fangs drive deep
my body.
am helpless
II feeds on me:
sink under II









i Shards of hope -
Fragments of peace,
Drawn
••• •••~~~~~I~as the shed brilliance
Godflre-
soothing Spirit flame





I find this reflection
balm for my pain.




A statement to sh.oc~
to scar. to awa~en
th.e worLd:.
Wh.owi.[[ cany i.t?
Put t..t i.n th.ei.r Ijrocery sac~.
ta~e i.t to th.e &an~ •
~eep t..t i.n th.ei.r h.ome.
d:ri.ve wt..th.i.t. Wh.o?
'L wt..[[. abe i.t to me
'L .[[ cany t..t.
Let t..tfi.nd: fLesh.on my &ones
'L am not afrai.d: .
Let Love rai.n on me.
Let Love cut me.
Let Love nurse me.
Let me swi.m i.n th.e sea,
even d:rownd: i.n i.t.
Let Love ru[e.
'L wt..[[carry Love. or
Wt..[[Love cany me?
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tth his bushy beard
and old-fashioned top
hat and tuxedo, my
dad looked as if he'd be
more comfortable hold-
ing the reins on a horse-drawn
wagon than waving from the back
seat of a polished Corvette Stingray
convertible. But, cornpanng him to
the other men I saw around town, I
knew that my dad set a perfect
example of a Midwestern man In
1884. And today, the flrst day of
Sully's centennlal- August 6, 1984
- setting an example was one of his
prlmary duties as mayor.
The town had spent nearly all of
the year before preparing for the
centennial. For months, the famt-
ltes on my block had worked togeth-
er on a huge float for the centennial
parade. Modeled after a train from
the 1880's, the float stgnified the
founding of the town by Robert
Sully, a railroad operator In 1884.
More lmportant than that, building
the float was a cooperative effort
that joined the eight faml!les on my
block, causing them to work collec-
tively, much lfke families must have
worked together 100 years before.
After the parade concluded each
morning of the three-day centenni-
al, people crowded the small town
square, encircling the huge bell
that, since Sully's establishment,
had stood at the square's center,
the town's own liberty bell, complete
with a jagged crack down Its side.
Booths displayed antique furnlture,
canned fruits and preserves, and
old-fashioned tools and machinery.
Men wearing suspenders and derby
hats and women In ankle-length
dresses and bonnets roamed from
booth to booth, recalling the times
when such relics were the day's
modern conveniences.
Since the centennial, I don't
remember another time that I saw
so many families united to work
toward one project. The whole town
seemed to smile continuously dur-
tng the three days of the centennial,
as If trying to recreate the past
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of
could actually revive the simple
pleasures people seemed to share In
the "olden days" - homemade pies,
horse-drawn carnages. church
socials, plain cotton dresses, lace-
trtmmed bonnets, parasols, sus-
penders, and bow ties. The whole
town was In such harmony that I
could almost imagine the men out
on the open pratrte hau1lng beams
for newly-estab!lshed young
farmer's barn-building and the
women carrying gingham table
cloths and picnlc baskets overflow-
mg with home-cooked foods for
thetr husbands,
But when workmen removed the
booths from the town square and
the floats no longer paraded around
the block, the celebration and the
cooperation within the town seemed
to trail along behind them. The
sounds of the bustling crowds fells
silent as the town resumed Its nor-
mal life - a life 100 years different
than the activities of the past three
days. Only the remains of the fes-
tivities now littered the empty
square. The train we had all
worked so hard on now sat behind a
shed on the edge of town, the crepe
paper and streamers banging slop-
pily, and the bright red paint of the
caboose chipped and worn by the
weather. A snapshot of us kids
tossing candy from the windows of
the train reminded us of the hours
we had spent working together to
perfect It.
But the closer I looked at the
present-day Sully, the more I real-
ized that life In Sully, 1984, was not
so different from the small railroad
town Robert Sully had estab!lshed
100 years ear!ler. Even after the
suspenders and bonnets were
packed away, and candy bars and
frozen pizzas replaced canned
QttutUfl!
peaches and homemade bread,
many traditions that had begun so
many years ago, though now
changed with time, stll1 remained.
Neighbors stll1 pitched In to help the
farmer who had a rough year.
Churches still held Ice cream
sodals and hymn sings on steamy
summer nights. Kids still played
kick-the-can and sold lemonade
from street corner stands. Sully
still celebrated each Fourth of July
with a day-long carnival, much like
this year's centennial.
I realized then that maybe the
centennial was more than a celebra-
tion of Robert Sully's achievements
100 years ago, more than a town's
remtnlscence of "the good ole' days:
Sully was celebrating Itself and Its
people. the products of 100 years of
dedicated citizens.
Sully has already worked Its way
ten years closer to another centen-
nial, and Its residents are stfll cele-
brating. The town square, which
once displayed remembrances of the
past, is now lined with old-fash-
Ioned lampposts and antique wood-
en benches, constant reminders of
the town's past. The small grocery
market across the street still dis-
plays the owner's name Inbold
black letters. The townspeople still
greet each other warmly when they
meet In the town cafe and wave
heartily at old frtends and strangers
alike. In the evening, when shops
have closed and the small-town
commotion has slowed for the
nights, I can sit on a bench In the
empty town square and almost hear
Robert Sully's train whistling as It
pounds down the tracks.
The pastor drones and mumbles
As he begins point two of a five point marathon
And I In my hard wooden bench stare
At the roof fans rotating
Making them change direction.
The offering quarter In my hand makes my palm sweat
And I put It down on the bench turning
To watch my older brother Douglas play with his two bit piece
Turning It over, switching It from hand to hand,
Balancing It on his thumb.
Suddenly, It slides off.
A nightmare second of silence, the clattering slap
Of Its face on tile.
Then the rolling Journey to the bench behind us.
Eighty stern faces turn on a synchronous swivel
As Douglas crawls on all fours under the pew
Bumping his head with a thud on the overhead bench.
Gripping the quarter, he crawls back on his seat.
My ears pound and throb
As a blush of fire creep up my cheeks
Enveloping my temples
And sending my entire face Into a throbbing sea of red.
One titter from my brother's frozen throat
And I'm off
Spitting and sputtering
Shaking with uncontrolled snickers
Until a hairy hand surging with veins
Grips the muscles of my right thigh In an excruciating ball.
I stiffen In anguish.
My mother, more tolerant of the sins of youth,
Puts a finger to her lips
And pops a King peppermint Into each of our palms.
My pounding head Is soon relieved
As I suck on the grainy, Icy mint
While Douglas passes his from hand to hand
Balancing It on his thumb.
Once again, I turn to observe him
And watch with pale horror
As a small white disc drops with a clatter to the floor.
artwork by Ben Meyer
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T
he winter I was In slxih grade
my parenls sentenced me to my
bedroom for making fun of a
mentally retarded girl whUe at
ihe dinner table. Of course,
before my banishment I had to make an
attempt to defend myself. "Everybody
calls her ihat. Everybody," was my vain-
glorious plea. "Why do I have to get In
trouble?"
I could've guessed my mother's reply.
"Because YOUARE A CHRISTIAN. That's
why. Now go to your room ... and I don't
want to see you anymore, tonight."
I muttered something under my breath
and, brooding, headed towards my bed-
...................................................................room.I had been In ihe predicament many
times before and the same feelings of bit-
terness swept over me. I wasn't even half
way up ihe s talrs and I was already
scheemlng up a plan to get back at my
.....................................................mother.
Usually I didn't react ihis way. Sure,
there is always ihe muttering and ihe
brooding and lying on ihe bed while every
noise from ihe dintng room amplified Its
way through ihe IIvtng '1iiliITITITITITITITITITITITITIITmE1I;;;;;EITITITITI;m "What are you
room ceiling, What II doing?" I said.
would ihey be saying "I'm giving her ihe
now? I would think. scent. You know, of
How would by brothers Mom's Jewelry. Esther's
defend me? Would gonna help out. Maybe
ihey even defend me? she'll find it," he said.
Sometimes my father's Later on, when I
voice would rise and found my father searching
I'd cry at what he was saying. My anger ihe garage, my conscience began to over-
would mix wlih self pity. ride my vengeance. The fruit of victory
But scheeming up a plan to get back was being squashed by ihe realization of
was different. Itwas new, This time, I what I had done.
was angry enough to do an evil, good But there was someihing else.
ihing. Itwould be evil in a sense ihat I You see, I hadn't really hidden ihe
wasn't supposed to retaliate but bracelet. I threw It down ihe furnace vent.
good tn a sense ihat I deserved revenge. And to make things worse, ihe bracelet
This was the nature of my revenge, this was not Just a bracelet. but my father's
evil, good ihlng. wedding gift for my mother,
I walked into my parents bedroom and "Wedding gift?" I said when my
fingered ihrough my mother's bowl of Jew- brother told me,
.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••elry. My fingers rolled over earrtngs, neck- "Oh yeah," he said, "Mom doesn't
laces and rings until I found what I was care about ihe gold bit and all. She's been
looking for: my mother's gold bracelet. I mumbltng about ihe words that were wnt-
pulled ihe bracelet out, walked Into ihe ten on It."
baihroom. I locked ihe door, ihought I threw it down ihe furnace vent.
about my plan, and ihen put ihe bracelet The ihought stayed wiih me and wouldn't
in ihe perfect spot. For about an hour I leave. I remember pulling ihe lid off ihe
felt Justified, knowing ihat sooner or later vent and holding ihe priceless piece over
my mother would find ihe gold piece miss- ihe edge, certain ihat I had a right to drop
Ing. She would suffer and I would have it. For a few seconds I reconsidered doing
my revenge. it. I considered playtng quiet for a week,
And she did find her bracelet missing. allowing my mother to see ihe affect of
And I did have my revenge, But like ihe sending her son to bed Just for acting like
saying goes, all good things - even evil, any other twelve year old. She had to pay.
good things - come to an end. In less She had to. So I dropped ihe bracelet.
ihat two days, my fateful act transformed Two days later, things had changed
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our home tnto a frantic state of confusion.
Things went sour in a hurry.
At first, my mother was confused and
leery, Misplacing ihe piece was unlike her
own character, and her intense search
upstairs led to nothing. She became con-
cerned and asked for our attention.
"Please be on ihe look out for my gold arm-
band," she said while we shuffied out ihe
door one Sunday afternoon to play pond
hockey, I.myself, In ihe front of ihe pack.
"Maybe it's In one of your rooms," she said
when we returned. Two days after It was
missing, Mom gave us ihe official news
ihat her gold wrist bracelet was gone and
ihat a reward would be offered to whoever
found it.
My brothers pulled their rooms apart
to search for ihe bracelet. I argued that I
had already ihoroughly checked my room
and therefore didn't need to rearrange the
place. Mom walked two miles staring
down on ihe asphalt, certain ihat she had
dropped it wWle walking ihe dog. A day
after It was missing, I found my younger
brother upstairs holding a necklace to my
dog's nose.
ortwOfk by Ben Meyer
once more. The search for the
bracelet had been thorough, and It
was over. Mom seemed to have
accepted the 1055 and mentioned
that It would probably Just show up,
Dad agreed while helping her on with
her coat Sunday night, adding that
no one in church would mind or
even notice her other bracelet.
"But we're going out to dinner if
we find it," she said as we walked
towards the church.
The reward sounded appealing,
but it wasn't long before my brothers
were back to trading hockey cards
and building a goalie's net in our
barn. Dad returned to building an
oak cabinet in the barn. Esther grew
hungry watching the neighbor's cats
play in their backyard.
Yel I knew all the answers and
I began to feel incredible guilt.
Watching my mother Wilt like a lost
child told me that this single action
hadn't really taught her a lesson.
What it did was inadvertently change
our roles as mother and son. She
had lost her zest, her authoritarian
clout. During those days, she acted
so differently. She handled her grief
quietly. And the real lunacy of it all
was that she had no Idea of what
was really happening to her. What
started out as a rash reaction was
going to far, and the more she talked
about the Intricacies of the bracelet's
worth and how sony she was for los-
Ing it. the more I saw that I had
given myself, a role I didn't want
and couldn't handle. In throwing the
bracelet away, I was holding onto her
emotions like reins, and I felt guilty
with the power I owned. But even
worse than the guilt was the isola-
tion of the sin. I had done the deed
by myself. And I was alone.
Of course, the only way to
resolve the conflict was to find the
bracelet again. One evening after
supper, I pulled the steel duct away
from the vent and reached down the
furnace. I knew there was a chance
that the bracelet had not fallen the
entire way down. From the same
trick I had played on a brother a few
years before, I remembered how his
pack of hockey cards had landed on
a platform only three feet down the
shoot. Reaching down, my body flat
on the bathroom floor, I knew the
do-or-die situation I was In. Find
the key, and all would be fine. A
straight face and a good lie about the
bracelet being behind the toilet
would be the icing. But to reach
down only to find a dusty platform,
would mean that I would pay in
more ways than I could Imagine.
Financially, I thought, and I pulled
myself closer to the duct. Socially as
well, since my family would no
longer trust me. Just before I could
think of other horrid Side-affects, my
fingers reached the platform. And
the bracelet.
If I had told my parents the
truth, this would have been the story
about a young hero, and honest boy
who admits to his sins, and grows
closer to manhood through the whole
ordeal. The old Innocence to
Experience bit.
But it can't be.
You see, I kept my mouth shut.
Sure, the secret was on my mind
when I dressed in my Sunday best
and went With the family to Dmo's
Pizzeria the next evening, but I
couldn't have cared less. Seeing
Mom With her bracelet again and
knoWing I was back to being Just the
son was good enough for me. My
family went out to supper that night
to celebrate a lie, and I went to cele-
brate a return to normal life.
I ordered a huge plate of
spaghetti. Meatballs and everything.
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Left: "Hostage," charcoal drawing by Irene Van:
Below: 'Portralt Study, • hydroslrone sculpture bl
"Hide In Your Shell,' charcoal drawing
by Irene Vanderkruk.
arkruk.
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'The artists [eatured here are Irene
'lIanc£erfQ:u.t.and 'Bruce :Meckma and
Jufie 'lIan Leeuwen.
'Tullp I and II; colored pencil by Julie Van Leeuwen.
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Cfippetf 6y one man S se£fisli
'Desire. Pritfe. 'J{auseating dlsrrgarr£.
~t unliK§ tIie rose
Sfle did not tfrinkgentk rains
On UXI17nspring mornings.
'Butfiery 1iaiIswnns.
Jfate. Shame. Injuretf dignity.




'1(osafyn no fonger grows.
Sfle is ikatL
ali, IWw liarsli is tIie suUen a6sena ofpotentia£,
'Ihe destrucuan. of an image inprogression.
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Roast and Potatoes IRefleCtions of Mel
I speak knowledgeably
of roast and potato traditions
In dust-free cluttered houses
decorated with pictures of
windmills and the Rhine,
of discipline and honesty
In stoically-tight faces
which stream tears while singing
Ere zlJ God,
of Sinterklaas and Zwarte Pete
In family-close circles
rippling with loud laughter and
first-hand stories of the war,
of large frames and blue eyes
with 'dis and 'dat accents
confiding In the first generation
of the old country
and heritage.
"What do you see?"
"Nothing."
That is the nature of the mirror.
"What do you see?"
"Beauty and Grace
enfleshed in me!"
That is the nature of the mirror.
"What do you see?"
"Christ."




As I was dancing in the glade
I happed upon a loathesome maid
Who hung there. swinging, from the trees,
With scrawny toes and knobby knees.
I, gasping. sank into the ground.
Mymouth was dry; I made no sound
As I went down, I saw a rope.
There itwas, a source of hope
And yet the maid was hanging there
With flapping ears and slimy hair.
I reached the rope with one great lunge
And hung there damply like a sponge.
I grabbed a nearby maple tree
And, in horror. tried to flee.
I fled that place with screaming strides
I clutched my painfully aching sides.
There I never went again
I wished that I had never been,
Down in the woods. and seen that glade.
Where hung that horrid, loathesome maid.
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Father, I do not wish to Love
please hear my prayer
Love hurts, Love humbles, Love weeps
of these I have had enough
Do not turn your face from my plea
The sound of a Loved one crying In the garden
The voice but and echo of mine
"Take this Love from me"
The hoarse voice trembled
Love oozed from his pores
saIty, bloody, hot
Yet His Lovewas not gone
Lovewas torn from his back
Deep, bloody, raw
Yet His Lovewas not gone
Whydid you not answer his plea?
Whydid you not Usto to his cry?
Whydid you turn your face?
I ask, my hands fiUed
one with flesh, one with blood
Neither Depth nor salt do I taste,
Cold thin frustration drench the bread
Warm salty tesrs splash the blood
Deep raw pain of Love tears deep Into self
breaking the flesh
Myparched Ups now moist with sweaty wine
My stomach now satisfied with broken bread
I taste now why you could not answer
Yes, the call from the garden you heard
That wish could never be met
Howcan you take away Love
When Love is what you are .
the Word In the garden was you
o Father, FoIgive my request
as I see more clearly now
The flesh and blood that claim me
have made me one with Him
Since Love is what you are
Then I should be Uke you
So let me hurt from loving
and let me cry from loving
And most of all
Let me know, my love can never leave
For I AMLove through you
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Faith?
There Is a feeling, when I'm alone
that pervades my sou I
I think It Is myself.
I've seen darkness.
It pens Itself In name:
sartre, lonesco, and Plrandello,
Back to Ibsen and Strlndberg.
And yet It Is not myself
It Is part; It Is of me,
but distorted.
Where are you IIght,
Love strength, hope,
Good?
One-eyed looks, I've received
from Inhabitants of this town.
I surround myself In friends
and IIpsakes
offering hands, minds, bodies.
The light Is clear, sometimes
at others It Is fractured.
With prlsmed glasses Isee.
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~ sudden r)Tl~ath of wi-nte1'
ion the autumnal sfl.1.:/
whiotenec£ ion mid--OCto&e1',
&efo1'e wi-nte1"S &ta.nfl.et and Decem&e1'.
Lculje, lJ1'lICeful ftaUs tha.t &less
the e1.:/elasn; ~ wni-te and fU1'1'1.:/cap
upon OU1'fJ.eGds, f1'om the siompl:est wcdll.,
one acqui-ns the [oofl. of an i-nani-mate
o&;ect wni.cn uncWt:e to sfl.Gfl,ejree,
except some la.tte1' wi-nd, ios&ta.nfl.etec£
&1.:/the Pat1'on 8a.i-nt of Whioteness
wi-th a coz1.:/, woolen &la.nfl.et of and
f 01' wi-nte1'.
tt ios cmt1.:/ taste. ~utumn
fi.lJfl.ts wi-th wi-nte1'
to &e n-1'l£ the Wncje1'
11Ie lJ1'ounc£, stilL dGnci-nlj wi-th the
tnc£i.Gn summe1', accepts
wi-nte1' 's lJi.ft &ut spends i-t.
Wi-nte1' 's &la.nfl.et ios th1'own off
ion fl.Gst1.:/1'iosi-nlj
to meet the clemands of the dG1.:/.
Autumn, the vi.cto1' lj0e5 on.
Not f01' loncj, soon Jacfl. wilL viosi-t
mafl-i-nlj the f1'o:zen accept.
~nc£ thios taste of wi-ne
tha.t me1'1'1.es the tonlju.e
WilL &e a &ottl:e to me1'1'1.:/the soul.
I9\1iutinSeven !friting Contest ~
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